A Legacy to Overcome
The University of Georgia hopes to become a more desirable destination for black students
By Don Campbell

ATHENS, GEORGIA

UBREY JOHNSON knew she wanted to attend the University of Georgia since she was five. “I didn’t really know what it was,” the black UGA junior recalls, “but I was walking around saying: ‘I’m going to UGA.’” Her parents encouraged the notion by buying her UGA T-shirts and stuffed bulldogs, the school mascot.

In her sophomore year at mostly white North Gwinnett High School in suburban Atlanta, Johnson began to draw the interest of colleges and universities around the country. “Michigan was calling me all the time, and sending me letters,” she said. “But I didn’t want to go to Michigan; I wanted to go to UGA.”

So she applied to UGA and received an acceptance letter that arrived at her home in the little town of Sugar Hill, Georgia, on January 22, 2002. She remembers that date as one of the happiest of her life.

Tameisha Moore, also a black UGA junior, grew up in another small town—Shellman, in rural southwest Georgia. She attended the mostly black Randolph Clay High School and applied to UGA the same year as Johnson. Although friends and even her high school counselor advised her to set her sights lower, her ambition was rewarded when she, too, was accepted by UGA.

Johnson and Moore share more than skin color and an enthusiasm for the University of Georgia. Despite being the hottest commodity in higher education—high-achieving African Americans—neither was recruited by UGA. That they got in on their own is a good news story that, ironically, illustrates the problems that this university continues to face as it lags behind other flagship public universities in the South in recruiting and enrolling black students.

The University of Georgia hopes to become a more desirable destination for black students. More than three years after a federal appeals court struck down the school’s race-conscious admissions policy, UGA’s black enrollment is stuck at 5.3 percent, roughly half the percentage of black enrollment in the year 2015, without sharp increases in higher education spending.
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Michigan Governor Jennifer Granholm hopes to double the state’s college graduates by the year 2015, without sharp increases in higher education spending. (See page 3.)

Oklahoma’s Brain Gain
A comprehensive drive to increase the percentage of state residents with college degrees
By Pamela Burdman

NORMAN, OKLAHOMA

“Seniors! ‘You are almost there!’ reads the bold caption above the black-and-white image of a female student sprinting toward the ten-yard line, cap balanced on her head, gown billowing in the wind. Smaller print below provides details about deadlines to apply for graduation aid. The ad, sponsored by the University of Oklahoma, appeared in The Oklahoma Daily last spring.

“Do you want to earn a million dollars?” asked another ad. “Graduate! In the course of their careers, college graduates earn $1 million more than their peers without degrees.”

At Rose State College, near Oklahoma City, the campaign goes by the name, “Finish What You Start.” Glossy posters underscore the value of receiving an associate’s degree: “Don’t Stop Short.” “Picture You Getting Your Degree!” and “Atta Girl!” are among the slogans sported by smartly dressed mannequins. Another, with the simple caption, “Wow!” shows a wide-eyed young man staring at a wad of cash.

At high schools around the state, young people are greeted by posters (“Can’t Afford College? Yes You Can!”) offering information about the state’s need-based scholarship program, and plugging an 800 line to counsel students about going to college. Another series, targeting middle school students, features space alien Kyra promoting the importance of studying.

“Our focus is on making it cool to go to college,” said Associate Vice Chancellor Dolores Mize, who oversees K-16 initiatives for Oklahoma. The effort is receiving high marks: In a study of 86 social marketing campaigns targeting high school and middle school students, the Pathways to College Network recognized Oklahoma as “the best overall.”

To explain why college hasn’t been “cool” in a state where high school graduation rates exceed national averages, analysts look to the state’s large rural population, low per-capita income, and populist roots. “The history of the state supports continued on page 10
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NEWS FROM THE CENTER
New Center Associates

Fourteen mid-career professionals have been selected by the National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education as Program Associates for 2004-05. They include faculty members, administrators, legislative staff members and postsecondary education specialists. They will attend three formal meetings during the academic year and also will work with National Center staff members on a variety of projects.

The goal of the program, which receives financial support from the Ford Foundation, is to engage scholars, leaders and prospective leaders in the study of higher education policy issues.

Letters to the Editor
More to the Story

Editor—We are writing to comment on your article, “A Mixed Blessing? Critics object to Mississippi’s settlement of a 1975 anti-segregation lawsuit involving the state’s ‘historically black universities’” (National CrossTalk, Summer 2004). While shedding light on the “desegregation” of the historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs) in Mississippi, the article could also mislead readers about the extent to which colleges and universities in the 19 southern and southern-border states are providing equal educational opportunities to blacks.

Our comments draw, in part, from preliminary findings of a two-year study entitled, “Race equity and diversity in public higher education in the South,” that the Lumina Foundation for Education began funding in January 2004. The co-principal investigators for the project, all faculty in the higher education program at the University of Maryland, College Park, are the four signatories of this letter: Sharon Fries-Britt, Jeffery Milem, Laura Perna and John Williams.

In several instances, the author of the article, Kay Mills, makes statements that would lead many readers to inappropriately conclude that we do not need to be concerned with the college enrollment patterns of blacks in the South. While data that Mills presents are correct, they do not tell the entire story.

First, although the rate of increase in college enrollment at public universities in the 19 southern and southern-border states is correct, they do not tell the entire story. Mills notes that blacks represent 13 percent of students at Delta State University, but fails to provide the reference point that is necessary to evaluate the adequacy of these shares.

Our analyses of data from the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System show that, between 1991 and 2000, the number of first-time full-time freshmen enrolled at public four-year non-HBCUs in Mississippi increased by 15 percent. Despite this growth, blacks continue to be underrepresented among first-time full-time freshmen (22 percent) and bachelor’s degree recipients (15 percent) at these institutions, relative to their representation among public high school graduates (47 percent). Blacks received only 11 percent of the bachelor’s degrees awarded in 2001 at the public flagship institution, the University of Mississippi. This pattern occurs in each of the 19 states.

Second, the statement that “Only 28 percent of black students in the South now attend historically black institutions,” suggests that blacks are no longer concentrated in the HBCUs. However, our data show that the HBCUs’ enroll 29 percent of blacks but only five percent of all students in these states. Moreover, the representation of blacks among first-time full-time freshmen exceeds 90 percent at all the HBCUs in 15 of the 19 southern and southern-border states. Although the HBCUs in West Virginia are now majority white (as stated in the article), this pattern is the exception, rather than the rule (a critical omitted caveat).

Third, simply labeling the eight states that are no longer subject to oversight from the federal courts or the Office of Civil Rights as “desegregated” ignores the continued gaps in educational opportunity that exist in these states. For example, after design and implementation of several state desegregation plans, North Carolina has been ruled in compliance with federal law by OCR. Nonetheless, blacks continued to represent substantially smaller shares of both first-time freshmen (23 percent) and bachelor’s degree recipients (nine percent) at public four-year non-HBCUs than at public high school graduates (27 percent). At the state’s flagship institution, the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, blacks received only nine percent of the bachelor’s degrees awarded in 2001.

The University of Georgia, another flagship institution, provides an additional example of an institution that has continued to struggle in enrolling black students, even though the school, along with the rest of the state’s system of higher education, was ruled in compliance with Title VI by OCR in 1989. In 2001, the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals prohibited the use of racial preferences in freshman admissions at the institution. After the decision, applications by black students fell by almost 40 percent. In 2003, black students comprised less than six percent of students enrolled at the university.
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Battling the Past
Michigan’s governor emphasizes education to move the state beyond its industrial roots

By Carl Irving
LANSING, MICHIGAN
Governor Jennifer Granholm hopes to move her state away from its past as home to the world's biggest automobile factories. To return to prosperity, she has offered an ambitious proposal: to double the number of college degrees awarded in the state—222,000 more by 2015.

"The case should be obvious," Granholm said in a recent interview. "To be able to compete in the 21st century world economy, we must increase from the present 22 percent who hold degrees. Cities, the legislature and higher ed must be fully committed, because there's a strong collective need."

After six months of study, a commission appointed by Granholm has concluded that nothing is more important to Michigan's future economic growth than a well-educated citizenry. And the way to achieve that is by doubling the number of college graduates over the next ten years, the commission said in a report that was released late last year.

"If we achieve this goal, Michigan will win the race for economic growth and prosperity," Granholm said in endorsing the commission's findings. "This report makes it clear that our state's path to a robust economy, with good-paying 21st century jobs, requires all our residents to complete their education beyond high school." Granholm, the first Democrat to hold the office here in 15 years, clearly has faith that Michigan's citizens and educators will respond voluntarily, since Michigan public higher education is highly decentralized and there is no statewide body to implement the governor's ideas. Insiders say that the goals will be met mostly by voluntary collective efforts, aided by private fundraisers. Ultimately, it is hoped, there will be supportive legislation, even though both houses have Republican majorities.

 Asked about public funding, the governor conceded that "fiscal constraints may impact our speed, but they should not change our course...I'm confident that as the public learns more about the connection between higher education and job creation, there will be strong support for this agenda."

In a recent press conference at the capitol here, Granholm warned that "we have to change the image of the state, from being seen as a rust-belt state, to the most advanced and creative in the country."

Granholm, 45, is Michigan's first woman governor, elected in 2002 after serving four years as the state's first woman attorney general. She is, perhaps, the only governor of a state, past or present, to have won a beauty and talent contest—"Miss San Carlos" (California), after which she decided to try for a Hollywood acting career.

Granholm graduated from the American Academy of Dramatic Arts, in Los Angeles, but never got a part, according to the 2004 Almanac of American Politics. Nor did she care much for Los Angeles. "It was a very selfish place to be," she once told the Detroit Free Press. "To be in an environment where I was not using my intellect or (was not) expected to, was very disturbing."

Granholm returned to San Carlos and entered UC Berkeley, where she graduated summa cum laude in French and political science. After that came law school (Harvard) and eight years as a federal prosecutor, where her conviction rate is said to have been 98 percent. In 1998 Granholm made her successful race for Michigan attorney general.

The governor faces a formidable task in trying to reverse Michigan's steady slide into "rust belt" status. Like many other states that once prospered amid heavy industry, Michigan has lost a lot of ground. The jobless rate exceeds seven percent—nearly one-third more than the national average. Michigan loses far more young, college-educated people than it gains—nearly half of the state's graduates leave between the ages of 22 and 29. It ranks a dismal 45th in the country in attracting others like them from out of state. Only two cities, Ann Arbor and Grand Rapids, have growing populations.

More than a fourth of Michigan's high school students, and half of those who enroll in the state's public community colleges and universities, drop out before graduation—a massive problem. School districts in several areas, especially in Detroit and Flint, face growing deficits.

Reforms proposed from kindergarten through college will seek to reduce the number of dropouts by providing a "guarantee" that those who qualify for higher education will get financial support.

"We must focus on keeping them enrolled, to increase our workforce of certified graduates," Granholm said. "We must make sure that our universities are part of this, not just labs in ivory towers, but with expanding operations. Universities must be full partners...in building a creative workforce that can attract out-of-state business."

The reforms drafted by the Commission on Higher Education and Economic Growth, appointed by Granholm and chaired by Lt. Governor John Cherry, seek to link degree granting programs to "emerging business needs," make profitable use of campus research, and begin "partnerships between public education and private business." The report envisions regions emerging in Michigan that will resemble those near Boston, in California's Silicon Valley and in North Carolina, where high tech industries have sprung up near research universities.

"To have a prayer of participating in today's economy at the same standard of living we have been used to, we have to fuel that with a better-educated people and be a center for new knowledge and job creation," said John C. Austin, policy director for the commission.

Some special funds already have been allocated to this cause: $100 million to spur research and industry related to the life sciences, funded by proceeds from a settlement with the tobacco industry. Another such fund is sought for so-called "smart zones," with 18 community colleges as centers for workers and bosses to upgrade their skills.

But at the heart of the commission's proposals is the opening vow: "[to] forge a new compact with residents: an expectation that all students will achieve a postsecondary degree or credential coupled with a guarantee from the state of financial support linked to the achievement of that goal."

Some question whether such sweeping pledges can have any real hope in Michigan. "She's thrown her proposal into a wilderness without resources," said one sympathetic but doubtful Michigan academic veteran. Others interviewed doubt that either the public or the overwhelmingly Republican legislature will support the governor's proposals.

Austin admits the challenges include what he terms the "hangover in many people's minds that 'yeah, we could get a decent-paying job with a high school education.' But that pattern is broken and we're not going to be the home for mass production, manufacturing jobs...There are other places in the world where they are going to do that."

Granholm's ideas have drawn praise from Virginia Governor Mark Warner, chairman of the National Governors Association, who said that "governors understand that future economic prosperity depends on the quality of their educational pipelines." More importantly, many Michigan business and education leaders believe Granholm will find support among voters who are worried about the state's shrinking economy.

"There is no more important statement we make about how critical secondary education is to Michigan, to make college access possible," said Al Lorenzo, president of Macomb Community College.

"If Michigan wants to get out of its past, it needs to take risks, and we have a governor willing to take risks."

—Al Lorenzo, President of Macomb Community College
Michigan from preceding page

of Macomb community college north of Detroit. “If Michigan wants to get out of its past, it needs to take risks, and we have a governor willing to take risks.”

The commission’s proposals, endorsed by the governor, face a fundamental obstacle: public doubt about the value of higher education. It is a sentiment often echoed here and elsewhere in recent years, Lt. Governor Cherry, said in an interview. “A large percentage nationally doesn’t agree that one needs a degree to succeed, and Michigan is a microcosm of the nation. We’re like a canary in a coal mine,” he said.

Cherry’s 41-member commission, which included business and labor leaders as well as educators, declared that any hope for a prosperous future required “the courage to set and achieve within the next ten years a new expectation for learning: postsecondary education for all.”

The commission called on the State Board of Education to provide a new, rigorous “high school curricular framework” so high school graduates will be better prepared for college, and proposed that a new high school assessment program, “an accepted test for college readiness,” should be developed by the 2007-08 school year.

A related proposal calls for “dual enrollment” by high school students taking college-level courses. The Presidents Council for the State Universities of Michigan (a loose confederation of the public four-year universities in a state with only a handful of small private campuses) recommends a “core course of study” including English, science, foreign language and social studies, adding up to 19 credits, equal to about a year in college. The goal is for half of all high school students to be enrolled in college courses by 2015. Even in those schools that are “most academically challenged,” the target should be at least ten percent.

The commission also urged community colleges to award Associate of Arts degrees to students who have moved on to a four-year campus before completing their community college work.

“We need to encourage that, with a letter of congratulations,” said Paula Cunningham, president of 20,000-student Lansing Community College. “It raises awareness about making education available, with some guarantee for access. It’s something we can do even without money.”

The commission also recommended that students be provided with better information about what it takes to get into college, such as correct information about college costs—often less than parents believe. National surveys find that many families think it takes $30,000 to $40,000 to pay for a year of college, while the actual cost is much lower on most campuses. (The national average total cost of a year in college, for the academic year 2003-04—including tuition, fees and room and board but not taking into account financial aid—was $7,561 for two-year community colleges; $10,478 for public four-year institutions; and $25,023 for four-year private schools.)

And the commission called on campuses to single out for recruiting those high schools where 20 percent or fewer of the students currently go on to college.

As Granholm notes, only 22 percent of Michigan adults possess any kind of college degree—about two percent below the national average.

“We did very well with low-skilled jobs during the last century,” said Lt. Governor Cherry, who grew up in Flint, which was a thriving center for automobile production until the crash in the 1980s. “In spite of that, the state built up an enormously successful higher education system,” said Cherry, a graduate of the University of Michigan.

Cherry and others hope that Michigan will live up to the noble vow expressed by its pioneers 150 years ago, when they passed an act proclaiming that the state would be “good enough for the proudest, and cheap enough for the poorest.”

Governor Granholm’s commission also recommended that the state:

- Set high expectations for high school students through rigorous standards and curriculum, focus on low-income communities, and help high school teachers become more effective in the classroom.
- Help and encourage warsaw college students to stay with their studies and earn degrees. Reach out to prospective students in rural and remote areas, and build closer ties between the two-year colleges and the four-year universities.
- Increase postgraduate studies and business internships for students and faculty.
- Reach out to at least half of the state’s 1.5 million adults with limited college training to help them return to complete degree work, and make more room on campuses for increased enrollment.
- Apply research and development talent to help existing industry expand, through new innovations, products and technologies. Align graduate studies with economic needs and opportunities, and organize and fund partnerships between business and campus.
- Develop a lifelong education tracking system.

The commission cited evidence that a more efficient public higher education system, producing more graduates at both two-year and four-year schools, would produce a substantial financial reward. In 1999, for instance, the state’s $1.5 billion appropriation to higher education had a net impact of $39 billion; for each dollar of state support, the universities collectively generated $26 of economic impact.

Although he supports most of the proposals, former University of Michigan President James Duderstadt sees large obstacles ahead. “Since earliest days of our frontier state, there has been deep public suspicion of state government, and so the campuses became virtually autonomous,” he said in an interview. “We have two world-class research universities (UM and Michigan State) but no coordination among the 15 public four-year institutions.

Duderstadt, who served as UM president from 1988 to 1996 and now heads national studies on federal research, higher education and information technology, added, “We have a particular challenge in the Midwest, because our workforce is obsolete. We have to invest in a new knowledge edge infrastructure.”

The University of Michigan has moved in the only sensible direction, Duderstadt believes, by “redefining what they mean by a public university that’s privately supported, generating resources from the marketplace and managing them in ways differing from what we did before.” UM’s state allocations have dropped below eight percent of the total campus budget of $4.2 billion, he noted, with most of the resources now coming from outside the state via research, $25,000 out-of-state tuition charges, private support, and Medicare and Medicaid payments.

But he regrets that states like Michigan and Virginia have pushed their flagship campuses so far in this direction. “We have public policies that are turning us into a campus for the rich. UM students now come from families with an average income of $100,000 a year,” and financial aid for low-income students is inadequate.

Duderstadt predicts it will be 20 to 30 years as “the baby boomers pass on through” before state governments once again become more generous to higher education. But he still hopes, in line with Governor Granholm’s goals, that the state “will come to grips with the reality that we’re in a different era now—investing in infrastructure and markets, linking campuses, sharing courses and libraries, and putting more state tax dollars into need-based financial aid.”

The University of Michigan’s thriving home town, Ann Arbor, is loaded with research activity that has worldwide impact, providing a prime model for the rest of the state’s communities and their campuses.

UM’s greatest contributions, say commission planners, might involve attracting highly skilled people and investment from around the world to adjacent research and industry operations. “Our universities are critical components in creating the environment that will attract and retain a younger generation,” UM President Mary Sue Coleman said.

Coleman cited a study alleging that 1.5 jobs are created for every UM job in place. In one year (2000-01), UM teaching, research and private contributions attracted about $2.3 billion in personal income. No other Michigan campus comes close to such totals, according to university officials.

Michigan State University’s president, Lou Anna Simon, said she and Coleman had agreed that they, along with Wayne State University, in Detroit—Michigan’s third research campus—should find ways to “partner much more effectively,” and have “a more positive impact on the state than any one of us could have by ourselves.” The three campuses already have established a cooperative computer information system. And MSU and UM share library catalogs online with other universities in the Big Ten plus the University of Chicago.

Michigan loses far more young, college-educated people than it gains—nearly half of the state’s graduates leave between the ages of 22 and 29. come from families with an average income of $100,000 a year, and financial aid for low-income students is inadequate.

Duderstadt predicts it will be 20 to 30 years (as the “baby boomers pass on through”) before state governments once again become more generous to higher education. But he still hopes, in line with Governor Granholm’s goals, that the state “will come to grips with the reality that we’re in a different era now—investing in infrastructure and markets, linking campuses, sharing courses and libraries, and putting more state tax dollars into need-based financial aid.”

The University of Michigan’s thriving home town, Ann Arbor, is loaded with research activity that has worldwide impact, providing a prime model for the rest of the state’s communities and their campuses.

UM’s greatest contributions, say commission planners, might involve attracting highly skilled people and investment from around the world to adjacent research and industry operations. “Our universities are critical components in creating the environment that will attract and retain a younger generation,” UM President Mary Sue Coleman said.

Coleman cited a study alleging that 1.5 jobs are created for every UM job in place. In one year (2000-01), UM teaching, research and private contributions attracted about $2.3 billion in personal income. No other Michigan campus comes close to such totals, according to university officials.

Michigan State University’s president, Lou Anna Simon, said she and Coleman had agreed that they, along with Wayne State University, in Detroit—Michigan’s third research campus—should find ways to “partner much more effectively,” and have “a more positive impact on the state than any one of us could have by ourselves.” The three campuses already have established a cooperative computer information system. And MSU and UM share library catalogs online with other universities in the Big Ten plus the University of Chicago.
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Math Emporium
The use of technology has changed the way Virginia Tech’s introductory math classes are taught

By Kay Mills
BLACKSBURG, VIRGINIA

It is 8:30 on a Tuesday night. Students pile out of the shuttle bus from the nearby Virginia Tech campus and head into the University Mall. But this is not what you think—they are going there to do course work, take quizzes or study at the Math Emporium, formerly a Rose’s department store anchoring one end of the shopping center.

The Math Emporium is both a place and a concept. It has changed the way nearly a dozen Virginia Tech math classes are taught, while saving the university percent do so by taking a math class.

Eight years ago such huge enrollments led the math department at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and University (the school’s full name) to explore better ways of teaching than simply “putting anyone with a pulse in charge of a class,” as John Rossi, the current math department chairman, put it. Since then, several other universities—particularly the University of Alabama and the University of Idaho—have established similar programs.

The math emporium was part of the first round of course redesign projects assisted by a grant from the Pew Charitable Trusts, through what is now called the National Center for Academic Transformation, in Troy, New York. Carol Twigg, the center’s executive director, said the Virginia Tech project was so successful that it has been adopted as a model for future efforts to utilize technology in the teaching of large introductory courses.

Some Virginia Tech students have complained about not having a teacher in a classroom. But Chuck Hodges, math emporium manager and a former math instructor, responds, “No, you’ve got a dozen.” Help is available from math faculty, graduate students or other undergraduates, most days and nights. The emporium itself is open 24 hours a day, seven days a week, during the academic year. To summon help, all a student needs to do is place a very low-tech red plastic cup on top of the computer.

“Before, students had me 50 minutes, three times a week, plus my office hours,” Hodges said. “If a student for some reason didn’t mesh with my teaching, he was sort of stuck. Here, there is an enormous opportunity for different styles of help.”

Asked why the emporium approach works, math department chairman Rossi said, “I hate to use jargon but I think it’s active learning. We are forcing them to do the work. If they don’t do the work, they’ll flunk. It’s not like sitting in the back of a class of 500 and doing your e-mail.” Nonetheless, Rossi still receives messages from parents who complain that they are paying all that tuition (undergraduate in-state tuition at Virginia Tech is $5,838 this year), yet their child doesn’t have a teacher. “I reply by asking, ‘How much personal attention do you think your child gets in an introductory psychology class?’”

Three courses are taught entirely at the emporium: college algebra and trigonometry, differential calculus and introductory linear algebra. Another half dozen math courses have an emporium component.

Before going to the emporium, students can check its website to see how many computers are in use. Sometimes there are lines, so the website warns, “It is expected to lose what I went into teaching course online immediately, so students will pace themselves. But after the first few weeks, all aspects of the course are available all the time.

Exams are proctored and are given at the back of the former department store, in an area where garden tools once were sold. Quizzes are not proctored, and students are expected to follow the same honor code policy on quizzes as on exams. Bourdon explained that proctored exams are weighted much more heavily in the students’ grades than the quizzes, “so there is not a serious concern about cheating on the non-proctored quizzes.”

Bourdon, a math instructor at Virginia Tech since 1977, has managed the college algebra and trigonometry course for two years, the differential calculus course for three. Last fall about 3,100 students were enrolled in her classes.

“I did have misgivings,” she said. “I said I would do it for one year because I expected to lose what I went into teaching for”—that is, personal contact with students. “I also enjoy explaining concepts in a lecture format, so I was afraid that I would miss that even more. As it turns out, I have been pleasantly surprised. I have even more personal contact with students, primarily due to the fact that students seem more comfortable asking for help at the math emporium than they do in a faculty office. And I enjoy explaining concepts in this environment since I am talking to students who have already

continued next page
“I think the emporium is a good idea but one that could be greatly improved by locating it on campus.”
—MATTHEW VETING, A JUNIOR AT VIRGINIA TECH
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worked through the materials beforehand.”

Student reaction to the math emporium is mixed. On the plus side, Soly Alvarez, from Bogota, Colombia, a junior in industrial and systems engineering, took linear algebra there in fall 2002 and was pleased with the experience. “I think the math emporium was a positive experience, because I was able to work at my own pace, go back, reread the material, take the practice quizzes as many times as I wanted to. And I was able to work from my dorm room or go to the math emporium if I preferred.

“Also, it served as an opportunity to develop self-discipline skills, letting me organize my time and not having to attend class at a certain time but rather move around my schedule to accommodate other assignments,” she added. Once Alvarez completed linear algebra, she continued to go to the emporium to study for other math classes or to get help from the professor, she added.

Not everyone has such positive reactions. Said freshman Hunter Simmons, of Fincastle, Virginia, who is taking linear algebra and calculus, “It is saving money but I don’t think the savings are worth what it does.” Simmons said he had a great math background in high school and thinks the software computing program used in his emporium classes is “a complete waste of time.” He would like another day in the classroom, to reinforce concepts, rather than use that program.

In theory, Simmons said, the emporium “really works well. But it’s hard to get to, it’s depressing to be in, and quite often you can’t get help when you need it.” He said the huge room, which is painted a shade of white, could be made more attractive. “We’re at Virginia Tech—make it orange and maroon, everything else is orange and maroon. You could make it more inviting.

One of the biggest gripes is the emporium’s location, across a busy street and a long hike from the center of campus. The university regularly runs shuttle buses to the emporium— theoretically it’s a ten-minute ride, but sometimes it takes longer, and the buses are crowded.

Chuck Hodges, the emporium manager, explained that Macs are used because they are cheaper, “considering the whole package—security (fewer virus problems), maintenance” and so on. He said there were complaints about an earphone on campus. “Also, it served as an opportunity to do from a computer anywhere else on campus.” For on-campus students “it’s really inconvenient,” she said. Roark never took a course that was entirely emporium-based. “That was by design,” she said. “I planned it that way.”

Roark and some other students do not like the fact that all the computers at the emporium are Macintoshes. “Engineers are required to purchase and use PCs for school, so having to switch over to a Macintosh at the math emporium is really just an annoyance and doesn’t make sense,” Roark said. Software incompatibility sometimes makes it impossible to write a paper at the emporium and e-mail it to a professor, she added.

Matthew Vetting, a junior industrial engineering major from Harrisonburg, Virginia, summed up the feelings of many students: “I think the emporium is a good idea but one that could be greatly improved by locating it on campus.”

Virginia Tech professors and administrators say there was neither time nor money to build an on-campus facility in 1997, when the acute need for a large space developed. Had the computer-based courses taken over existing on-campus space, they say, other classrooms would have been displaced. By fall 1998, the emporium’s second year of operation, it had freed up space in 64 classrooms, each with a 40-student capacity, and another 12 classrooms with a 100-student capacity.

Also, officials say, an on-campus facility would have cost about $19 a square foot to build, while the mall department store could be leased for about $1 a square foot.

State budget cuts also played a role. Virginia Tech’s state support was reduced by $72 million during the 2002 and 2003 fiscal years. “The pressures, forces and influences that led to this are at least 15 years old,” said Mike Williams, a math professor and a former university associate vice president. “We’ve not been treated very well by state financing.”

With personnel cutbacks, “the faculty was being squeezed big time in what they had to deliver,” Williams said. So some administrators and faculty members started looking at ways to make better use of technology.

Among academics, Williams said, “change comes hard. Everything is fought over. The smaller the issue, the bigger the fight.” In the early 1990s the university started to prepare faculty for transitions in technology. Once the math department saw what could be accomplished with computers, its labs began to be crowd-
proved at the University of Alabama, which established a Mathematics Technology Learning Center, modeled on the Virginia Tech emporium. In fall 1999, only 40 percent of students taking traditional math classes were earning grades of C-minus or better, but after three years of the technology-based approach, that has increased to 60 percent.

Early on, some Virginia Tech math professors were skeptical about computer-based courses. "I think they saw it as something that would change the ultimate outcome, that it was more of a gimmick than substance," said Robert Bates, then dean of arts and sciences at the Blacksburg school, now provost and academic vice president at Washington State University. "Some would say that our classes had gotten too big and if we would just go back to smaller classes, we could educate students." But "some students need individual attention; some don't," he added. "Some can move faster through the material. If we can individualize the students' experience, we can teach them better."

"What is (traditional) teaching?" asked Mike Williams. "It's 40 to 80 students in a room. A broadcast, not unlike watching TV. A very passive act. The majority are zoned within 20 minutes. My view is that the lecture is not worthwhile. But there are those who are very prideful about their material, being the 'sage on the stage.'"

One instructor with many students is highly inefficient, Williams added. "What we have now is one-to-one. We train our helpers to be good listeners, not to solve the problem for the student but to figure out the right question to make the light go on. The work of discovery changes a person's brain. We try to understand exactly what it is the student doesn't understand."

Teaching methods have not changed in upper-level courses, according to Williams. "I am not sure this would be worth doing for courses of less than 500 students," he said. "There are about eight courses for which this works. Of 11,500 math enrollments, 8,000 are registered at the emporium for some activity that requires grading."

Virginia Tech has been in one financial crisis after another in the last decade because of state budget cuts and tuition freezes. Meantime, said Provost Dixon Hanna, the math department was struggling because of the university's large engineering and science enrollments. "The math department here is much larger than at most institutions, and it was struggling getting its classes taught." Under these circumstances the department was willing to take a chance on the emporium.

In order to succeed with the emporium approach, "you really have to have people who believe in it, who are willing to do almost anything to keep it from falling on the floor," said Monte Boisen, who helped start the project at Virginia Tech and now is math department chairman at the University of Idaho. "It requires an amazing amount of commitment." Frustrations can abound when software doesn't work as it is supposed to, or, as happened soon after the Virginia Tech emporium opened, someone plugged in a vacuum cleaner and shut down the electrical power supply completely.

The emporium project could not have succeeded without strong support from top campus administrators, including then-President Paul E. Torgersen. "We've always been very innovative about anything having to do with technology," said Torgersen, who was president from 1993 to 2000 and now teaches industrial engineering. "We were the first university to require PCs of all engineering freshmen."

Some other departments thought that math was getting undue attention—and money—and were not happy, Torgersen recalled. "Anytime you do some initiative, it comes at the expense of somebody else," he said. "If you just sit around and hand out money evenly, you'll never make progress. Once you decide you're going to do this, you just do it. This was a train on a fast track and there was no way we were going to stop it."

"A lot can change in ten years," said Murray. "The governor deserves enormous credit for setting the bar high." He praised Granholm for "mobilizing counties, setting common goals, urban and suburban." He echoes the commission in predicting that Michigan can build on parts of its past as a "brain center for the world auto industry," with campuses providing graduates who can manage logistics, design and information technology.

The governor's commission calls on campuses to single out for recruiting high schools where 20 percent or fewer students currently go on to college.

"The governor deserves enormous credit for setting the bar high. "He praised Granholm for "mobilizing counties, setting common goals, urban and suburban." He echoes the commission in predicting that Michigan can build on parts of its past as a "brain center for the world auto industry," with campuses providing graduates who can manage logistics, design and information technology. Murray. "The governor deserves enormous credit for setting the bar high." He praised Granholm for "mobilizing counties, setting common goals, urban and suburban." He echoes the commission in predicting that Michigan can build on parts of its past as a "brain center for the world auto industry," with campuses providing graduates who can manage logistics, design and information technology.

There seems to be strong public support for Granholm's plan. Several supportive editorials have been published, including one in the Detroit Free Press, one of the state's major newspapers.

Still, the governor has many critics, who point out, for instance, that although the commission calls for expanding enrollments at Michigan's public campuses, it offers no specifics on how to provide the additional space that would be needed.

Lawrence E. Gladieux, a former Washington representative for the College Board, who has written extensively about admissions problems that bar the poor, is dubious about Michigan's plans to convince low-income families that their children actually face lower costs than they believe. "It may be impossible to do that, until college prices, tuition and fees, stop running ahead of inflation," he said.

"I personally think the attitude too often is, 'We're full up; we're doing all we can,'" said Gladieux. "I don't think higher education should get a 'bye in trying to deal with inequality that is growing in our society and the world. It's an open question whether higher ed is a force for increasing equality or heightening inequality."

But Austin, the Michigan commission's policy director, thinks that attitude has faded away in his state, as a result of the governor's efforts. "We're getting our higher education institutions to embrace completion as the goal, particularly among those who traditionally don't go to college," he said. "We're asking them to make it more affordable, to help reach out to high schools with low sending rates to college."

"We've got to get over the hangover that 'maybe we're doing OK in Michigan and things will come around.' We've got to nurture understanding that it isn't coming around, and we need to change."

Freelance writer Carl Irving lives in the San Francisco Bay area.
The long-standing, cozy partnership between universities and literary magazines has begun to erode.

more perilous since the 1950s, a period that some regards as the golden era of literary magazines. During those post-World War Two years, a half dozen magazines—the Paris, Kenyon, Hudson and Southern reviews, among others—dominated the scene and garnered unto themselves most of the literary attention and financial support.

“...author just by publishing a short story,” said Rubin.

“People would open their copies of the Southern Review or the Paris Review to see who had been annotated, so to speak. That’s not true today. Literary magazines don’t play that role.”

They don’t, in part, because reading itself plays a lesser role than it did in the ‘50s. A recent NEA study found that literary reading has undergone dramatic decline in the country, with less than half of American adults now reading any form of literature. That study led the Virginia Quarterly Review, published at the University of Virginia, to display on its website the drawing of a young woman, her head hung in despair and a manuscript dangling from her hand, with the caption, “Reading is Dead.”

“In the 1980s we had an emerging middle class that saw literature and reading as one of the hallmarks of the educated person,” said one editor. “That’s not true today. Reading has lost its power to bestow status on the masses, and instead has become a cottage industry.”

Perhaps so, but within that cottage industry another phenomenon is having a powerful effect on the world of literary magazines. Namely, the sheer number of literary journals is exploding even as readership has declined. Rather than the half dozen dominant journals of the ‘50s, about 20 major journals are now published around the country, all competing for attention and readers.

But those numbers are dwarfed by the proliferation of secondary journals that have popped up in cities and hamlets across the land. The Council of Literary Magazines and Presses estimates that the total number of literary journals in the country has hit 1,000, the highest number in history. Some exist solely online; others are published cheaply with desktop technology and may last only for one or two issues. But even as one journal dies, two or three are born.

In fact, it could be argued that the press time, and not the ‘50s, represents the real golden era for literary magazines. Bellevue Hospital in New York, for example, now publishes the Bellevue Literary Review. In Rochester, New York, a publication called Hazmat Review deals with poetry rather than noxious chemicals. Some journals publish only gay and lesbian literature; others accept only extra-long short stories; still others specialize in literature from certain neighborhoods in a given city.

What explains this burgeoning supply of literature in the midst of shrinking demand? Some veterans of the literary world believe the answer lies in the mushrooming culture of creative writing retreats and workshops that now churn out would-be writers by the thousands. The boom is occurring both inside universities and outside institutions such as Breadloaf in Vermont.

“If you browse through Poets and Writers (the trade journal of creative writing) you will be amazed at the number of ads for these workshops,” said Shannon Ravenel, editor and co-founder of Algonquin Books. “They’re everywhere. And when you create writers, you also create readers of a particular sort. I’m talking about a crowd that wants to be published in a literary journal, and a crowd that is interested in what other writers are doing.”

Another veteran sees the phenomenon more cynically. “Every writer needs an out-
that it is...part of that indelible mystery and beauty that make Washington and Lee not merely an institution but an inspiration to all who know it.”

Robert A. Jones, a Los Angeles freelance writer, is a former reporter and columnist for the Los Angeles Times.
“Brain Gain 2010” envisions increasing the percentage of Oklahomans with college degrees by 40 percent. “an atmosphere not very conducive to a great appreciation of higher education,” said state Representative Bill Nations, a Democrat who sits on the higher education committee. The advertising spots are the most visible element of a comprehensive drive to change that equation through a series of initiatives set in motion under former Chancellor Hans Brisch and aimed at increasing the percentage of Oklahomans with college degrees. “We don’t have enough students in Oklahoma going to college, their retention rates are low, and we still need more college graduates in the state,” said Paul Risser, an Oklahoma native and former president of Oregon State University, who took over for Brisch two years ago and embraced the emphasis on boosting the state’s intellectual capital. The centerpiece of the effort, named Brain Gain 2010, envisions increasing the percentage of Oklahomans with college degrees by 40 percent from 1996 to 2010. While posters, videos and websites are attempting to change students’ attitudes about college, other programs address obstacles such as poor preparation, affordability and the need to help students succeed once they get to college:

• ACT’s Educational Planning and Assessment System (EPAS) helps teachers evaluate student learning in the eighth and tenth grades to guide them in preparing for college.
• A need-based scholarship, the Oklahoma Higher Learning Access Program (OHLAP) enrolls low-income students as early as eighth grade and guarantees grants to those who successfully complete the course requirements and stay out of trouble.
• A performance funding scheme using the “Brain Gain” moniker rewards two- and four-year colleges for improving retention and graduation rates.
• Dozens of retention and graduation programs at the state’s two research institutions, 11 regional universities and 12 community colleges have emerged in response to state goals and incentives.

Risser has made some modifications to the programs he inherited. He adjusted Brain Gain formulas to reflect the diversity of institutions, for example. He also added $800,000 in Brain Gain grants to support campus projects aimed at tackling obstacles to completion. And he is talking to industry leaders not simply about expanding employment opportunities, but about stressing the importance of a college education for existing jobs. “I’m happy with the suite of activities we have under way,” he said.

The programs also win rave reviews from national higher education leaders. “I think they’ve done really spectacular work,” said Paul Lingenfelter, executive director of the State Higher Education Executive Officers Association. “I frequently cite Oklahoma as a place that’s doing things right.

But so far, college graduation levels have improved only modestly. In 1996, according to a report from the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education, 20.1 percent of Oklahomans over 25 held bachelor’s degrees, lower than the national proportion, 22.6 percent. By 2000, Oklahoma had risen to 20.2 percent, and by 2003, college graduates hit 21.9 percent of the state population. At the same time, however, national figures increased to 25 percent in 2000 and 26.5 percent in 2003. So despite its improvement, Oklahoma still faces a challenge moving out of the bottom quartile: Its ranking has actually fallen from 39th place among the 50 states in 1996 to 42nd place in 2003.

The original Brain Gain vision called for increasing the percentage of bachelor’s degree-holding Oklahomans to 28 percent by 2010, and doubling the percentage of those with associate’s degrees. Officials say they may not get there, but the trend is positive.

After years of investment that allowed the system to increase merit scholarships and endowed professorships during Brisch’s tenure, progress has been stalled by a state budget shortfall that led to a two-year 11 percent decline in appropriations for the Oklahoma State Regents, who have constitutional authority over all of the state’s public institutions as well as the state’s scholarship program. Tuition rose by an average of 34 percent during the last three years, as legislators relaxed scrutiny over percentage increases in favor of a general guideline not to surpass the average of peer institutions.

“We’ve raised tuition more than most of us have felt comfortable with,” said Larry Williams, president of Northeastern State University, where tuition and fees have gone from $2,116 a year for 15 units to $3,000 in the last three years.

But, unlike their counterparts in many states, Oklahoma’s legislators actually increased funding for the state’s innovative need-based scholarship even while decreasing higher education appropriations. In three years, OHLAP funding increased five-fold from $2.9 million to $15.1 million even as higher education’s share fell from $60 million to $85 million.

OHLAP was created in 1992 for students from families earning $24,000 or less. The threshold was increased to $32,000 in 1999, and to $50,000 in 2000. Students enroll in the eighth, ninth or tenth grade by pledging to pursue a 17-unit course program. They must maintain a 2.5 grade point average in those courses, attend school regularly, and stay out of disciplinary trouble. The scholarship is pegged to tuition at public institutions, but also can be used at any of the state’s 12 private institutions.

A public awareness campaign funded by a 1999 federal GEAR UP (Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate Programs) grant helped get the message out through posters and other means. Until then, said Dolores Mize, “Schools weren’t pushing it. It really took hold when we got our GEAR UP money.”

Because of the academic requirements, OHLAP functions as a preparation program as well as a financial aid program. OHLAP recipients outperform other students in the state—with average ACT scores of 21, compared to 20.6 for other students, and average grades of 3.5, compared to 3.0 for non-OHLAP students.

But the increased awareness and the higher income thresholds mean that the size and the cost of the program have mushroomed. The first class of OHLAP recipients, who started college in 1998, numbered just 619 and cost less than $1 million. But in 2008, OHLAP students enrolled in college are expected to number 17,767 and cost the state $47 million.

Already, this year’s projection of $19 million for the Oklahoma Higher Learning Access Program, a need-based scholarship, exceeds the budgeted $15.1 million. men enrolled in remedial courses at state institutions decreased from 40.3 percent to 38.4 percent even though the regents expanded core entrance requirements from 11 to 15 courses in 1995. If ACT estimates of $6 in savings for every dollar spent on EPAS are correct, the state is saving more than $4 million a year in remediation costs.

“We take preparation for college very seriously,” said Mize. “We’ve had excellent higher education leadership who real...
CROSS

“We decided to look at things that you...that, other things being equal, it’s the rigor of preparation before college that is the best predictor of success. If you’re going to put your effort somewhere, put it in the place it is most likely to be successful, and catch people before it’s too late.”

Counselors value EPAS because the assessment reports help them guide individual students. “It’s one of the best things the regents do for the state of Oklahoma,” said Ann Burcham, learning director at Tulsa School of Science and Technology, a public high school. “It’s a dynamic counseling tool.”

Located on Tulsa’s north side, TSST’s students are overwhelmingly low-income minorities—80 percent receive free or reduced-price lunches, and 89 percent are African American. Most have parents who never attended college. In addition to EPAS, Burcham says the school’s partnership with the state’s GEAR UP program has attracted more students to the college path.

Seniors Almerty Bailey, Tiffany Shorten, Denique Williams and Shanna Meck had participated in the program since the eighth grade, visiting college campuses and working with tutors and mentors from the institutions. Bailey says she wants to teach elementary school. Shorten is considering a career in communications or law. Williams dreams of becoming an anesthesiologist, and Meck plans to practice law. None of the students seems to question whether she will go to college.

So far, Burcham said, it looks like more than 30 percent of the class will enroll in college in the fall, compared with about 20 percent of last year’s graduates. But paying for college is another story. Though all four students would qualify for an OHLAP grant, only Shana will receive one. The others didn’t apply because their parents were reluctant to submit their tax forms despite encouragement from school officials.

Along with the usual hurdles to completing a B.A., students in Tulsa face an additional one: Historically there has been no public four-year campus in metropolitan Tulsa. So students had to leave the area or attend Tulsa Community College (TCC) and then transfer to one of the four institutions—Oklahoma State University (OSU), the University of Oklahoma (OU), Langston University or Northeastern State University (NSU)—that offered upper division courses through a consortium.

Recently, officials have concentrated those offerings in OSU-Tulsa and Langston, with OU focusing on the health sciences. Four years ago, NSU opened a four-year campus in Broken Arrow, 15 miles away, with lower division classes run by TCC. And Rogers State University, 30 miles away in Claremore, is transitioning from a two-year to a four-year campus.

Campus by campus, the plan is to contribute to Brain Gain. Since its origins as a vision for increasing the number of college graduates, the state regents have added teeth, transforming Brain Gain into a performance funding formula. “This whole thing was built on quicksand,” said Regents Vice Chairman Joseph Cappy.

“We decided to look at things that you could measure. We agreed on paying for improvement.”

So far Brain Gain dollars have not approached the regents’ target of two percent. The Regents began with $2 million in Brain Gain funds out of an $840 million budget in 2001-02, increased the number to $2.54 million out of $851 million the next year, but retrenched to $2.2 million the following year when appropriations fell to $768 million. This year, with the overall budget back up to $802 million, Brain Gain funding has hit $3 million, but $800,000 is dedicated to grants for promising campus retention programs. The regents hope to double the total to $6 million for next year, said Cappy.

But even at low levels, the funding formula has caused consternation among institutions. “Many of the presidents thought it was a wild idea that would phase itself out,” said Cappy, a staunch proponent of performance funding. “Once they saw it wasn’t going to go away, they wanted to fine tune the formula. We have not fought those changes. We just want to improve retention rates.”

Because the formula is used to funnel Brain Gain dollars to schools that have shown the most improvement, it needs to address each institution’s unique circumstances, said Joe Wiley, president of Rogers State University. Wiley, who chairs a presidents’ committee focused on Brain Gain, cites the example of Cameron University, in Lawton, which regularly enrolls active duty U.S. Army personnel or their family members, from nearby Fort Sill, sometimes have to transfer on short notice.

Working with Risser, the Brain Gain committee determined that those kinds of circumstances can best be addressed by allowing institutions to choose some of the benchmarks they evaluate on. While first-year retention, six-year graduation rate, and number of degrees granted figure in the formula for each school, institutions add other factors, such as improving retention of Hispanic students or part-timers.

So far, all campuses have received some of the funds each year, but how they go about improving retention and graduation rates varies by campus. At the University of Oklahoma’s main campus in Norman, for example, six-year graduation rates decreased from 52.3 percent in 1998 to 50 percent in 2002 under the leadership of President David Boren, a former U.S. senator.

In addition to the advertising campaign, actions taken at OU range from enhanced services for students facing academic or financial difficulties to providing midterm grade reports earlier in the semester and strengthening class identity by labeling classes according to their anticipated graduation year. But the higher graduation rates aren’t easily attributable to those changes. “By far, the preeminent reason they’ve gone up is that we’ve tightened our admissions standards,” said Nick Hathaway, OU’s vice president for university and administrative affairs. “The rest has probably helped on the margins.” Admissions standards at the state’s flagship institution once were more aligned with a populist tradition than some of its Big Twelve competitors, but gradually those barriers have been dashed up, despite opposition from some football boosters. Today, in-state students must either score a 24 on the ACT or have a 3.0 grade point average and rank in the top 25 percent of their high school classes. For non-residents, the requirements are higher.

OU’s success underscores the difficulties for other institutions. Forty-eight miles away at Redlands Community College, in Elk River, such strategies are not an option. “I accept, understand and support the statement that Oklahoma needs more college graduates,” said President Larry Devane. “I’m also a champion for people having a chance, and that’s not going to produce as many graduates as being selective will. I’m willing to take a hit. The two-year school is at a disadvantage versus selective institutions that take National Merit Scholars and graduates with a B average. We’re an open-access institution.”

Cognizant that community colleges serve many students who are not degree bound, Devane said he is continuing to focus on measuring student learning and student satisfaction—which feed into persistence—rather than obsessing about graduation rates. But, like OU, Redlands Community College met all of its targets in the last Brain Gain allocation. Rose State College, however, fell short, earning only 15 of 100 possible credits, because of low graduation and retention rates, the very areas officials hope their ad campaign will help address.

At Northeastern State, after observing a seven-year slide that brought enrollment down to 8,100 in 1999, President Williams ordered a wholesale reorganization of admissions, financial aid, and advising offices. Within a year, the one-year retention rate had jumped from 59 to 69 percent, and it remains in the high sixties. New enrollments also jumped—from 905 in 1999 to 1,258 in 2004. “We have no idea how many things we changed,” said Bill Nowlin, who assumed the role of dean for enrollment management. “We did some serious soul-searching. We went back to the mentality of [asking] what we can do to make students want to come here.”

Located in Tahlequah, home to the Cherokee Nation, NSU serves a large proportion of Native Americans, many of whom are low-income, first-generation college students. To better assist them, the school added a college strategies session for first-year students, and upgraded their tutoring, career development, placement and assessment services.

Now, to bring graduation rates up from 36 percent to the Brain Gain target of 40 percent, officials are turning their focus to the many students NSU loses in their second year. A new program, Spotlight on Sophomore Year Experience Success, or SOS-YES, will focus on helping students through the “sophomore slump.” For that initiative, NSU has received a Brain Gain grant of $75,000, and Nowlin is seeking additional support from the federal Fund for the Improvement of Secondary Education.

Oklahoma State University has also been successful in applying for Brain Gain initiative funds. OSU’s grant of $90,000 will support the school’s new Transfer Student Resource Center. According to Jim Hull, a senior academic counselor with University Academic Services, 40 percent of OSU’s undergraduates transfer from other institutions, and many face “transfer shock” upon arriving at the large research campus. Improving the graduation rate of transfer students is one of OSU’s Brain Gain measures.

Another means of addressing transfer obstacles is the campus’ new partnership with Northern Oklahoma College, a two-year school. The Gateway program, housed across the street from OSU’s main campus in Stillwater, allows students who can’t meet OSU’s entrance requirements to take their first 24 units of coursework in the small class settings of Gateway, while receiving provisional admission to OSU and participating in OSU campus activities.

“This is a group of students we suspect are lacking in certain services,” said Hull. “We’re trying to develop a sense of place, a sense of belonging. We want them to succeed.”

Pamela Burdman is a freelance writer in Berkeley and former higher education reporter for the San Francisco Chronicle.

Admission standards have been tightened at the University of Oklahoma, despite opposition from boosters of the university’s nationally ranked football team.
Corporate Welfare in Disguise
The student loan industry is raking in the profits
By Robert Shireman

FACED WITH UNPRECEDENTED budget shortfalls, states across the nation are desperate for money to support affordable higher education. Searching for every scrap and morsel, 23 states have managed to leverage their small role in the federal guaranteed student loan program into a little extra cash, totaling a few hundred million dollars. Understandably, they appreciate the income. The agency heads and their lobbyists regularly travel to Washington to argue for the preservation of their roles in the system. Sometimes they are able to enlist their state's governor in the effort.

But states could get even more money out of the federal student loan system. Billions more. How? By eliminating the state role, streamlining the loan program, and passing along the federal budget savings to all states. To get there, governors will need to rise above the empire-building tendencies of their own agency chiefs, and make the case to congress that a reformed, market-based system is in the best interests of students and families.

Reform would be worth the leadership effort and the political maneuvering it would require from governors. Based on President Bush's 2005 budget figures, waste and inefficiency in the federal loan system cost $7.54 billion in this year alone. If, through student loan reforms, these funds were provided to states for need-based financial aid instead, states could more than double total state financial aid (based on the total in 2002-03, the most recent data available). Instead of some states netting a few hundred million dollars, students in all the states would benefit and the states would not have to be in the business of administering student loans.

A sample distribution would yield the annual assistance shown below (based on Pell Grant recipients in each state):

Alabama—$149,106,687
Alaska—$8,824,643
Arizona—$237,807,248
Arkansas—$100,759,793
California—$986,286,564
Colorado—$91,669,973
Connecticut—$46,898,044
Delaware—$12,601,300
District of Columbia—$12,567,455
Florida—$437,311,014
Georgia—$191,762,689
Hawaii—$23,746,078
Idaho—$47,777,824
Illinois—$275,232,087
Indiana—$134,741,270
Iowa—$89,280,821
Kansas—$76,899,161
Kentucky—$116,376,622
Louisiana—$154,444,624
Maine—$30,623,745
Maryland—$100,796,399
Massachusetts—$102,619,099
Michigan—$223,177,829
Minnesota—$106,090,292
Mississippi—$128,888,380
Missouri—$131,117,277
Montana—$32,435,809
Nebraska—$43,116,485
Nevada—$28,051,713
New Hampshire—$16,300,652
New Jersey—$174,882,859
New Mexico—$65,132,275
New York—$622,446,265
North Carolina—$201,321,916
North Dakota—$22,343,744
Ohio—$264,191,182
Oklahoma—$112,562,338
Oregon—$90,294,227
Pennsylvania—$252,976,341
Puerto Rico—$378,742,713
Rhode Island—$18,078,614
South Carolina—$114,676,647
South Dakota—$23,899,066
Tennessee—$134,866,607
Texas—$592,169,562
Utah—$76,377,554
Vermont—$12,896,641
Virginia—$136,596,476
Washington—$130,484,892
West Virginia—$53,982,919
Wisconsin—$98,292,010
Wyoming—$12,185,149

These amounts are far larger than those earned by any state from its current “guarantor” role. California’s agency, for example, hopes to earn maybe $30 million next year. But reform of the whole system could free up 30 times as much for California students—more than the state spends now on Cal Grants ($759 million in the 2004-05 budget), one of the best financial aid programs in the country.

The current state role
The federal government has two key responsibilities associated with guaranteed student loans. It has to pay the lender when the borrower defaults; that’s what the guarantee means. But before making that payment, the government has to ensure that the lender actually made a reasonably diligent effort to collect on the loan. After all, when a loan is 98-100 percent guaranteed, there is little financial incentive to spend very much on collection.

When the federal guarantee system was created forty years ago, the idea was that state agencies and some nonprofit organizations would serve as co-guarantors, shouldering a portion of the default costs, and taking on the frontline responsibility for policing the guarantee. Risk-sharing soon failed, however, when not enough states and charities were willing to take on the risk. That should have taken the states out of the equation. Instead, congress just kept sweetening the deal.

Eventually, the federal government assumed 100 percent of the program costs (actually more than 100 percent), and called on a network of state agencies (and a few specially designated nonprofit organizations such as USA Funds and the National Student Loan Program) to serve, essentially, as extensions of the federal government.

It’s like a roommate who you thought was going to split the rent, but who now gets paid for living with you. Instead of reducing the federal costs as originally intended, state guarantee agencies turned out to add yet another layer of subsidy and complexity to the system. Making a tidy profit off their role, they are reluctant to give it up.

Although its explanation makes for a potentially mind-numbing paragraph, the actual fee structure works like this: When a state guarantee agency puts its imprimatur on a federal student loan, the agency receives a 0.4 percent “loan processing and issuance fee,” and an annual 0.1 percent “account maintenance fee,” paid by the federal government. If a borrower’s payments are late, the bank notifies the guarantee agency, which has an opportunity to encourage the borrower to make a payment. If successful, the agency receives a one percent “default aversion fee” from the Department of Education. If the borrower defaults, the agency reimburses the bank that originally issued the student loan. If the agency succeeds in collecting payments on the defaulted loan, it gets to keep 28 percent. If the loan remains in default, the feds directly reimburse the agency 98 percent of what the agency paid the bank, with the remainder coming from the “federal reserve fund” controlled by the agency. If the agency doesn’t have enough federal reserves, the feds cover the shortfall so that the banks get paid. The agency can also charge students a one percent “guarantee fee” in order to bolster its federal reserves, but since the Department of Education would cover any shortfall anyway, agencies often waive the fee.

Believe it or not, all of these excruciating details are in federal law, written by congress with the help of lobbyists. There is no real logic to the system. But 23 state agencies and a dozen free-floating nonprofit organizations think it’s just nitpicky.

The rest of the program
If states and a few charities were the only ones profiting from the federal loan program, it would not be worth complaining about. It would be a transfer of public funds from one level of government to the other. But states actually receive only a small portion of the federal subsidy pie. The bulk of the inefficiency—an estimated $7.54 billion in 2005 alone, according to figures from President Bush’s budget—is going to Sallie Mae and other lenders, who take virtually no risk (because of the federal backing) but rake in enormous profits.

Federal student loans had originally been provided directly, like other college aid, following a recommendation of the economist Milton Friedman in the 1950s. But when congress in 1965 wanted to expand on that start, irrational budget rules of the time got in the way: A guaranteed loan appeared to cost nothing, even though default payments and interest subsidies would be paid in the future. And a direct loan showed up in the budget as a total loss in the year it was made, even though most of it would be paid back with interest.

The budgetary treatment “distorted costs and did not recognize the economic reality of the transactions,” according to the Government Accountability Office. Today, the federal government assesses the costs of loan programs comprehensively, producing “transparency regarding the government’s total estimated subsidy costs,” according to the GAO.

What do the comprehensive budget estimates show? The guarantee system, as it is...
Robert Shireman is a New York University professor, and founder of the website StudentLoanWatch.org. He recently published an essay in the Washington Post titled "Defending the Status Quo: Student Loan Reform That Involves Fewer Government Employees, Greater Use of Market Forces, and Leaves More Money for State Financial Aid Programs." He argues that the guaranteed loan program, which is currently designed, is massively inefficient compared to a direct loan program that began as a pilot in 1992, the brainchild of some of the economists in the first Bush Administration. But since no one makes a huge profit in the direct system, there is not a high-powered lobbying organization pushing to retire the outdated, poorly structured guarantee system.

All of the federal budget and accounting agencies have reached this same conclusion. For example, President Bush's Office of Management and Budget says the guarantee system has "unnecessary subsidies," and that the direct loan program's significantly lower costs "call into question the cost effectiveness of the (guarantee) program structure."

After studying the guaranteed loan program, Congressman Tom Petri (a Republican from Wisconsin) found that despite the initial impression that it represents a private-sector approach, it is in fact so flawed that "no fiscal conservative or free-market supporter could justify embracing it." Along with several Republican and Democratic colleagues, he introduced legislation to allow colleges that choose to participate in the direct loan program to share in the federal budget savings. The Congressional Budget Office analysis of the bill found that, with only a modest increase in the size of the direct loan program, $12.3 billion would be shifted from banks to students.

Defenders of the status quo

Despite the clear and unanimous pronouncements from the accountants, we are still stuck with the guarantee system that was produced under the distorted, irrational budget rules of 1965. Protected from risk by U.S. taxpayers, Sallie Mae and other lenders are raking in profits. Originally created by congress 30 years ago, Sallie Mae's profits tripled between 2001 and 2003. In last year's Fortune 500, Sallie Mae ranked fourth by one measure of profitability, and 12th by the other.

High profits and large compensation packages are not inherently evil. Indeed, they are important rewards and signals in a free market system that relies on risk-taking to encourage innovation and entrepreneurialism. But the student loan industry is hardly a shining example of the free market at work. Indeed, it is not even close. In this industry, we the taxpayers take the risk, while the student loan companies take home the profits. The program is corporate welfare in disguise.

Some of the profits, of course, finance expensive and creative lobbying strategies. Terrified of the budget reports showing the massive waste, the student loan industry has borrowed a page from the tobacco industry's long-successful effort to paint the research on smoking as questionable. When the subject is loans, interest projections, and discount rates, it is not hard to convince the average numbers-shy Capitol Hill staffer that this is all open to interpretation. And given where the campaign money is coming from, it is a convenient position for a member of congress to take.

The state guarantee agencies essentially serve to provide members of congress with one more reason to go along with the distortions proffered by Sallie Mae and the banks. Local bankers visit to say that the guaranteed loan program is good. The college financial aid officer, on a visit to Washington subsidized by the bank, praises the bank's role in the system. And to top it off, they bring a letter from the governor, who expresses an appreciation for the funds raised through the state guarantee agency. Arguing with all those home-state lobbyists would take up a lot of time and effort. It's easier just to go along.

This ridiculous system will not endure for long, though, for the same reason that it has managed to survive: money. The federal deficit is quickly becoming the focus of Democrats on Capitol Hill, as well as the focus of conservative think tanks and citizen groups. They are on the prowl for waste and inefficiency, and the idiotic structure of the student loan program is impossible to miss.

At the same time, congress is undertaking a review of the federal Higher Education Act which includes the loan programs. The only way that they can invest in financial aid is to find a way to cut back. The loan program's inefficiencies are the perfect target. If those who want to invest in student aid do not capture the savings that would come from reform, then the deficit hawks will go after it.

Governors could lead the way toward cutting the waste in favor of financial aid. They can rise above the parochial interests of their own agencies and make the case that student loan reform would bring a system that involves far fewer government employees, greater use of market forces, and leaves more money for states to develop and expand financial aid programs that serve the low-income families in their own states.

It is hard to argue with the idea of doubling state financial aid without adding one dime to the deficit.

\(^{\_}\)

Robert Shireman is a visiting scholar at the UC Berkeley Center for Studies in Higher Education, and founder of the website StudentLoanWatch.org.
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Universities from that year. While relatively few of these businesses still exist, the ranking of universities has changed remarkably little. In 1900, Harvard, Columbia, Yale, Cornell, Princeton, Johns Hopkins, Berkeley, Pennsylvania, Michigan—and the two newcomers, Chicago and Stanford—formed the Association of American Universities, the self-selected organization of top research universities.

A handful of schools like Clark University, a founding member of the AAU, have fallen from grace, and others have slipped a few notches. There have been some additions to the upper ranks, mainly science-driven schools like Caltech and MIT, and state universities in the midwest and west coast. But the stability is what’s noteworthy. If you didn’t know better, you would suspect it was a cartel.

How has this situation come to pass? An enormous investment would be needed to start a university with hopes of greatness. In 1885, $5 million—about $92 million in today’s dollars—could buy Leland Stanford a first-class university. Not so these days. In 2002, forty-six institutions had endowments larger than $1 billion, and Harvard’s endowment is approaching $20 billion.

Big science costs buckets of money. So does keeping up with the institutional Joneses—what economist Gordon Winston calls positional warfare—with Jacuzzis in the dorm rooms, rock-climbing walls in the gym, and sushi bars in the dining hall. Endowment is directly correlated with prestige, as Winston has shown: Top-ranked schools invariably subsidize their students more than those lower in the pecking order.

It is also true that higher education is a most peculiar market. The “sellers,” the universities, seek out the most attractive “buyers”—that is, students and professors. Nabisco doesn’t care much about who eats its cookies, but as Robert Frank notes, “the university’s consumers are one of the most important inputs in its production process, and this is not the case for producers of typical private goods and services. [Elite institutions] need top students every bit as much as top students need them.”

The chief draw for top students, a survey at elite institutions shows, is not the quality of education, something that’s notoriously hard to decipher. Rather, it is prestige—more precisely, its place in the U.S. News & World Report rankings. Those rankings inform prospective undergraduates that others just like them will also be enrolling. That assures them of what’s comparatively important—improving their position. This means, in essence, being a well-heeled institution with a highly selective group of students.

Among research universities, star professors figure especially heavily in the calculus of prestige. That’s why schools seek to maintain their position by outbidding one another, offering the big academic names bigger salaries and lighter teaching loads, as well as top-flight colleagues with whom they can work, and good students who can make them look smarter.

What potentially gives Bill Gates—or Warren Buffett or the Walton (Wal-Mart) family—an opening is the fact that, during the past quarter of a century, American higher education has been transformed by the power as well as the ethic of the marketplace. Entrepreneurial ambition, once regarded in academe as a necessary evil, has become a virtue. In Britain, where in the “Brideshead Revisited” world privilege counted for everything, the great modern success story has been the resolutely democratic Open University. That school opened in 1970 and, as its name suggests, it is open to all comers.

Now Open University enrolls 180,000 undergraduates in Britain alone, many more in Europe and Asia. The government’s Quality Assurance Agency ranks it among the top thirty British universities in research, and among the top ten in teaching; in engineering instruction it outperforms Oxford and Cambridge. By contrast, in America the great success story of modern times is New York University, whose achievements reveal the profound potential impact of money on institutional reputation.

In 1975, NYU was literally teetering on the edge of bankruptcy. Then it recruited John Brademas, a longtime congressman and able fundraiser, as its president, and its situation started to improve. Millions of dollars were lavished on superstars, many of whom were given their own research centers. The arrival of each new faculty recruit created what economists call a signaling effect, letting more timid souls know that it was safe to jump from Chicago or Princeton to Washington Square.

In determining its priorities, NYU opted not to break the bank with investments in Big Science, focusing instead on some of the professional schools and liberal arts departments. The most dramatic transformation came in philosophy. Philosophers are relatively cheap; all they need, the old joke goes, is a ream of paper, lots of sharpened pencils, and a wastepaper basket for their false starts. NYU was able to recruit established professors from schools like MIT and Oxford, bringing together people who welcomed the chance to work together. In 1995, the university lacked an accredited Ph.D. program in philosophy; five years later, it was ranked number one.

Traditionally NYU was a commuters’ school, but millions of dollars were spent to create a vibrant campus. As word of these developments spread, students from across the country with stronger academic records started showing up, and that change registered on the U.S. News rankings. The school was also able to exploit its connections to attract heads of state, including Bill Clinton, Tony Blair and Jacques Chirac, to a widely publicized conference at NYU’s overseas center in Florence; that coup gave credibility to the university’s boast that it was a leading player in higher education across the globe.

Could Bill Gates duplicate NYU’s feat? Gates starts out with the great advantage of instant and generally positive name recognition. (Whether students a century ago were eager to enroll in “Robber Baron U” is unknown.) He does not have New York City going for him, as NYU does, butNYU made its first move before the “I Love New York” days, when the city was not such a draw. Besides, Bill Gates’ home town of Seattle is far more appealing than New Haven, home to the nation’s second most prestigious school.

Doubtlessly, Gates would emphasize science, and that costs a lot of money. Yet at least in high tech he has an enormous leg up, and his university would give new meaning to industry-university collaboration. Gates U could also buy talented students with generous scholarships based not on the traditional criterion of need, but rather on merit; that’s what schools such as Washington University are increasingly doing.

If Gates were to convert half of his fortune into an endowment for this new institution, he would instantly match Harvard’s resources, but there is no need for such a dramatic gesture. Endowments at top-flight schools such as Brown, Vanderbilt and Johns Hopkins are less than a tenth as big as Harvard’s. About such a sum, Bill Gates could say to his wife, Melinda, just what Leland Stanford said to Jane: “We could manage that.” Moreover, with Gates as the lead donor, others would contribute, for there are always dormitories, libraries and professors’ chairs to be named.

The NYU story contains another lesson: Raising endowment may not be crucial to institutional success, at least in the short term. Why should a school spend just five percent of the money that it raises—the typical payout from endowment—when it can spend it as fast as it takes it in? NYU, impatient for status, opted for this “spend it now” approach. NYU’s endowment merely topped $1 billion in 2002. That is just a quarter the size of Emory University’s endowment and smaller than Williams College’s.

Even if Bill Gates U or something like it eventually opens, the longstanding dominance of a school like Harvard or Yale would not be threatened. In many ways, including the ineffable cachet, they have too much going for them. But a place like NYU—or even Chicago or Stanford, where similar ventures began in an earlier Gilded Age—would be closely monitoring these developments.

The fact a new university could join the ranks of the elite in the course of a single generation is another example of how, for good as well as bad, the market has come to dominate higher education.

David L. Kirp, professor at the Goldman School of Public Policy at the University of California, Berkeley, is the author of “Shakespeare, Einstein, and the Bottom Line: The Marketing of Higher Education” (Harvard University Press, 2003).

If Bill Gates were to convert half of his fortune into an endowment for this new institution, he would instantly match Harvard’s resources.
rollment at southern universities with which it likes to compare itself academically, notably the flagship universities of North Carolina and Virginia.

More troubling, UGAs enrollment of black freshmen this year dropped 26 percent from the fall of 2003, although black enrollment also declined at several flagship universities outside the South, including Michigan, Ohio State, UC Berkeley and the University of Virginia.

The focus by the media on freshman class enrollment numbers grates on UGA officials, who point out that there are more than 1,800 blacks among the 25,000 undergraduates and 8,000 graduate students on campus, that UGA is an increasingly diverse school that excels in retaining black students once they're enrolled—95 percent of black freshmen return for their sophomore year—and that UGA is one of the leading schools in the country in awarding doctoral degrees to blacks.

Still, UGAs situation is noteworthy because the issue of diversity has whipsawed the institution ever since two African Americans, Charlayne Hunter and Hamilton Holmes, made history in 1961 by integrating the school amid protests and a riot. While UGA spent much of the '60s defending segregation, it spent much of the past decade defending an affirmative action program that ultimately was struck down. Now the university is considering a new race-conscious admissions policy, and critics of affirmative action are threatening a new round of lawsuits.

UGA is considering a new race-conscious admissions policy, and critics of affirmative action are threatening a new round of lawsuits.

And the “yield rate”—the number of students who enroll after being accepted—continues to run eight to ten percentage points lower for blacks than for whites.

Defenders and critics of the university alike are quick to cite the history that still shapes UGAs image among parents of college-bound students in Georgia, especially parents of African Americans.

“Georgia has a legacy to overcome,” said Frank Matthews, publisher of the magazine Black Issues in Higher Education.

“It just never has been perceived as a welcoming place for black people. They have to admit that, and they have to work doubly hard if they want to overcome it. And if they don’t want to overcome it, they’ll just get left behind because, in the final analysis, all universities have very strong diversity profiles.”

“We’re still blessed with some history we’ve got to overcome,” conceded UGA Director of Admissions Nancy McDuff.

“And certainly there is a sense of that for the parents of many current college students, who did not have a positive experience at the University of Georgia.”

Echoko Parker, UGAs associate provost for institutional diversity: “First of all, we must let individuals know the history and that we have graduated from 1960. And as a result, we think we’re in a position to always acknowledge the past, but we’re not living in the past. We’re looking forward.”

Not all students—let alone their parents—would agree that UGA is not living in the past. Chantal Stepney, a black senior from Atlanta, recently wrote in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution that when she is asked back home if UGA is as bad as it was during the days of Hunter and Holmes, she tells them no, but adds:

“I don’t have police officers escorting me across campus, or rocks being thrown at me while people yell and cheer. But if I do let them know that UGA is still a place where the old Confederate flag flies high, where people are still afraid to talk about race-related issues and few professors and students look like they do. I tell them that sometimes, it is rather difficult being a minority here.”

It’s also difficult for a university to look forward when it is bogged down in a legal morass. UGA faced 15 lawsuits in six years challenging the race-conscious admissions policy that was rejected in 2001. Much like a policy at the University of Michigan that the Supreme Court declared unconstitutional in 2003, UGA applied a “Total Student Index” to about ten percent of its undergraduate applicants that gave a small numerical bonus to minority students.

Johnson and Moore, there’s nothing simple about achieving it in the eyes of many top public universities mastered years ago. That both students ignored the legacy of UGA, applied on their own, and have embraced both the campus and this college town suggests that UGA has the potential to become a choice destination for blacks.

Johnson, who at the time wanted to become a veterinarian (she has since decided to pursue a double major in psychology and sociology), thought it was strange that so many other schools were interested in her but UGA apparently was not. “It kind of hurt me, because I felt like I’m a minority and I want to go into a field—veterinary medicine—where there’s not a lot of women and there’s not a lot of blacks, and UGA should be looking at me,” she said.

“But they never recruited me. They never came after me.”

She applied anyway, having already decided that if she were not accepted she would go to the University of Tennessee, or Auburn or Clark Atlanta University (a historically black college). “Then I’d transfer over, because I wanted my degree to say University of Georgia.”

Her visit to UGA for orientation in July 2002 was “the first time I’d ever set foot on this campus,” she said. “But I knew this was where I wanted to go… When I got to orientation, I was like, ‘Oh my God, this is like North Gwinnett; there’s no black people here.’

“But it didn’t really upset me, because I know so many intelligent black people, and there should be more here. And ever since then, I’ve been trying to get more black people to apply. But I’ve had to do it on my own. I try to make them feel welcome, because when I got here, I felt like there was one person to guide me, and tell me what to do. Things could be better, but I love it.”

Meanwhile, some 200 miles to the southwest, Tameisha Moore was wondering if she would even qualify for UGA. Despite having a 3.97 grade point average and a full resume of school activities, her SAT score was only 1040. She applied to Columbus State and several historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs) “for security,” but her interest was set on UGA. She spent spring break on the Athens campus with a friend during her senior year in high school and liked it immediately.

“I was a small-town girl and I wanted to step outside the box,” she said. “I was overwhelmed by it.”

But she wasn’t getting much encouragement back home. Moore, a marketing education major, says her black high school counselor was trying to steer her toward a black college. “He was like, ‘Are you sure you want to go up there with all those white people?’ People were saying, ‘That school’s so hard. Are you sure you’re going to be able to stay up there and not fail?’ A lot of people are still looking for me to fail.”

Moore says she has had no personal experiences that have made her feel unwelcome, and she believes there are “a lot of smart kids” back home who are not being told that UGA is a realistic goal. “They don’t tell them: ‘Apply because it’s a great school. I’m not against HBCUs. They say you should go there for the experience.

Johnson and Moore, there’s nothing simple about achieving it in the eyes of UGA officials. The litany of obstacles they cite is long:

- It’s a supply-and-demand problem, with too much competition for Georgia students from out-of-state universities offering financial incentives that UGA can’t match, and historically black schools appealing to racial pride.
- Georgia’s K–12 education system, which ranks near the bottom in national assessments, is not preparing students for the rigors demanded by UGA as it grows in academic stature. This reflects a finding by the College Board that only 1.25 percent of the 150,000 students who scored higher than 1300 on the SAT last year were African American.
- The state’s acclaimed HOPE scholarship program, which pays the annual continued next page
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tuition and fees bill for qualifying Georgia residents, has kept more bright students in the state, making competition for UGA admission even more intense. High school graduates who earn a B average in a curriculum that contains certain core courses are eligible for the scholarships. Despite HOPE, however, the extra costs of attending UGA put it out of reach for some African Americans. The total cost of attending the university is estimated to be $11,530 a year for in-state students who live on campus, and $20,900 for out-of-state students who live on campus. In Georgia, 38 percent of blacks live below the poverty level, compared with eight percent of whites. [64x964]

• Although UGA is developing outreach programs, it lags far behind schools like UNC-Chapel Hill, which has an array of programs that focus on mentoring, preparing for the SAT and identifying prospective minority applicants early in high school.

• Too often, academic success in high school is disparaged, particularly among black males, and only half as many black males as females in Georgia go on to college.

• State budget cuts mean that UGA’s enrollment cap on freshmen is unlikely to be raised much in the foreseeable future, despite projections that the number of college applicants in the state will increase by nearly half in the next dozen years or so.

For McDuff, the UGA admissions director, trying to create diversity can be a zero-sum game. “If a guardian angel dropped a billion dollar endowment on me today,” she said, “and the state said to use it, it wouldn’t work here either.”

“Leadership that comes from the campus,” said Frank Matthews, the publisher of Black Issues in Higher Education, “is the key.”

“In Matthews’ view, “because no one has [who] talked the talk and walked the walk and kept the resources and vision there, it wouldn’t work here either.” Our credentials have gone up and our admissions process allows us to stop working hard to recruit these (minority) students,” said Farmer. “That’s only the start of the recruitment process. All the work happens afterward. Having affirmative action doesn’t mean we don’t have to get out and hustle to get students to enroll, because we most certainly do.”

“That having one piece of additional information doesn’t make things easier for us in the end,” said Farmer, whose staff reads every application, some two or three times. “We have to actually convince these people that Chapel Hill might be a good place for them. And then get out and recruit them. There are ways to do it. I just have not seen a whole heck of a lot of that, personally.”

In the final analysis, UGA’s progress on diversity probably will depend on students like Aubrey Johnson and Tameisha Moore, who cut the university a lot more slack than do outside critics.

When she first arrived at UGA, Moore felt like she stood out. “But being the kind of person I am,” she said, “I take into account Georgia’s history and the South’s history and America’s history. Everybody wants UGA to make these rapid increases in the black population, but it’s not going to happen. People don’t understand that it’s going to take time.”

“But I just love UGA,” said Moore. “That’s what I try to tell the kids when I go back home. It just gets in your blood. Come here, and there’s nothing like the experience.”

Don Campbell is a freelance writer and a lecturer in journalism at Emory University.